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 Welcome…..Every single Earth festival that you celebrate around the globe is only a 
physical manifestation of an energy shift taking place in the cosmos and actually has 
very very little to do with your Earth history or mythology, The historical & mythological 
slant that is attributed to it, is only a 3rd dimensional twist to help you acknowledge and 
touch the energies released. We will talk about several festivals today. To help you 
understand this, we will have to touch upon ‘cosmic astrology’.  
 
The astrology that you are familiar with is extremely limited. It basically harnesses the 
energies of a few planets in the solar system & works with a one-dimensional aspect of 
how they affect your planet Earth. 
 
Cosmic astrology is based on a science that involves every single celestial object through 
out this Universe, their interaction with each other & their interaction with other 
aspects of Self in different dimensions. This gives you an idea of the complexity of 
cosmic astrology, which you could not begin to harness or work with on your planet, in 
your 3rd dimensional Beingness. 
 
The Universe, as you know, is energy. And these energies constantly shift, move, and 
vibrate in a magnificent cosmic dance.  These energies ‘play’ with each other, 
throughout this Universe and all parallel Universes. 
 
From time to time, a certain energetic flow is accessed by the Spirit realm that is 
connected directly to planet Earth. They are the first level ‘energetic receivers’ of this 
particular strand of ‘cosmic illumination’. So your Spirit guides, your Masters, your 
friends, your dear departed ones, your beloved celestial family, and your expanded 
selves work with accessing and harnessing these energies for their growth and 
development, for their illumination, for their vibrancy, for their ascension, and in turn, 
they direct these energies to planet Earth, through those on the planet who choose to 
participate in that particular ‘festival’. 



 
Let us take the example of Diwali…The Diwali is primarily a festival of illumination of 
Self…changing your inner frequency (not your light, your light is constant and 
magnificent)…but your inner illumination, your energetic frequency. These energies 
have been received by the Spirit realm, have been processed, accessed and used to 
illuminate and increase the power of all these magnificent Beingnesses, including every 
single one of your Masters and Guides, then they are channeled through these 
Beingnesses to all those on earth who actually actively celebrate this festival. 
 
They, in turn, disseminate these energies, on a higher conscious level, to all those who 
wish to access the energies of illumination of self, even of those people have never 
heard of the festival itself. Now, you may ask, how can this be done by people who has 
never heard of this festival? 
 
They will create in their physical lives, at this moment in time, an ‘energy event’ that 
raises their vibration. This could be any celebration of a personal nature, through which 
they would start ‘feeling good’. 
 
They instant they put out this ‘illumination energy vibration’, this ‘signal’ is picked up 
by all Indians who are celebrating this festival, and an ‘energetic contact’ is made. The 
energies will then flow freely from the ones celebrating, to the unknown beingnesses.   
 
Obviously ‘energetic festivals’ in the Universe have no bearing on caste, creed or 
religion: every single Master and every single Beingness will participate in any aspect of 
illumination that they wish, if they so choose & in turn, you do exactly the same.  
 
So for those of you, who actively celebrate any festival at home, please remember you 
are doing a tremendous amount of ‘Earth global work’ with your energies at that 
moment in time. You become BEACONS that receive and transmit this energy, and do 
magnificent service to your planet.  You make a host of new, energetic friends, whom 
you will never physically meet. 
 
Group Member:…Is this why, sometimes  when you are alone, you just don’t feel alone? 
 
 :  Yes and No….when you are alone and are feeling a union with all around you, it is 
not necessary because you have joined the energies of a festival, but it could be. 
 
Often, it is because you have unconsciously put up your energetic antennae, and 
connected with like-minded beings from around the Universe.  In that instant, you share 
your knowledge, wisdom and form a joyous connection with all that is. 
 
The Universe responds with a flood of energies that cradle you, cocoon you in this 
warmth and vibration, which is pleasing to your physical body. Instantly you feel an 



inner rush and your vibrations start to increase, and as they increase, your ‘the circle of 
friendship’ increases, comes back into you. 
 
You start to form a ‘donut shaped’ energy grid that keeps increasing in size.  If viewed 
from the side, this is your symbol of infinity, the horizontal figure of 8. 
 
Group Member: You talked about active participation in festivals around the 
world….However my question is…there are a lot of human beings nowadays, who 
participate in festivals, but participate in a passive way….without even knowing what 
they are celebrating…with no intent given to the festival, without even understanding 
it… how does that…auto pilot mode of celebrating affect the energies given out, as 
opposed to…(inaudible) 
 
  Energetic intent has nothing whatsoever to do with knowledge of a festival, active or 
passive participation, or even ‘auto pilot’ functioning.  Each beingness puts out a call to 
the Universe, and the Universe instantly responds.  So different people are connected to 
different festivals, depending on what call they have put out, and are energetically 
connected to the appropriate festival’s energies. 
 
From time to time, every single human being requires a very vigorous ‘energetic shake 
up’ or a jolt to move their energies not one step forward, but perhaps 5 or 6 steps 
forward…you have all experienced this. 
 
Now, when this call is put out by individual human beings, the universe will respond by 
hooking them up with an appropriate festival. The festival may not be the Diwali or the 
Christmas but the festival maybe the movement of a loved one from the physical to the 
spirit realm, it may be having to move house and home.  It may also be winning a 
lottery! All severe energetic jolts.  And all energetic festivals. 
 
Do not forget that, when you lose a loved one on this planet, there is a concurrent 
festival taking place in the Spirit World, welcoming the birth of an ‘energetic soul’ back 
into its natural form, and your mourning is ‘equally vibrated’ with joy and celebration in 
Spirit, so that is a festival.  
 
Moving house or graduating from College and going into the unknown world of business 
may also be perceived as traumatic, but at the same time it is a vibrant manner of 
leaving behind old energies, and moving into new, fresh, vital areas. 
 
Group Member: Do people wear black at funerals, because black contains a high 
vibration of all colours? 
 
  Let us talk briefly about this, since you have asked. There are four predominant 
colours worn at funerals around your planet: black, white, yellow (as used by the 
Chinese) and vibrant multi-colours (as worn by many island cultures). 



 
Black, as you have been told only last week, is the highest color imaginable: It contains 
billions of colours, which your limited 3rd dimensional spectrum converts to ‘black’, as 
you cannot see, comprehend or acknowledge them. 
 
White acts exactly the same way: it is a reflector, and therefore it reflects every single 
color that everything around you is emanating.  So once again, it is a symphony of 
colour.  
 
Yellow… has a slightly different connotation. If you were to equate a color with 
energetic connection, from your limited spectrum, yellow would be the color that 
facilitates communication between the physical & the Spirit in the smoothest possible 
manner for you. It is almost like a bridge, giving you smooth and easy passage across. 
 
Multi-coloured vibrational hues once again shake up the energies of all around and 
create a symphony of color.  
 
Every single funeral you attend is actually embraced in vibrant colour vibrations: Now 
that you know this, go to a funeral and check the colors around you. For those of you 
who see and read auras, do it visually, and for those of you who don’t, just close your 
eyes, while you are chanting prayers and pick up the energy.  
 
Funerals have the highest level of energetic vibration of any festival you attend, because 
the two worlds are very, very closely intertwined at that moment. Not only are there 
many physical beings in attendance, but they are attended tenfold by spirit beings in 
celebration. 
 
So if you attend a funeral of anyone, a loved one, or be it a distant work acquaintance, 
be open to the energies of a plethora of friends, who have come to visit you, who have 
come to stroke you, to touch you, to communicate with you, to hug you,  to be there for 
you.  
 
The Chinese have understood this. Ancient races understood this, the Inca race 
understood this, the Mayans understood this, and the Mesopotamians understood this: 
it has simply got lost over time.  Funerals are a place of great rejoicing.  
 
Let us now come back to the festival under discussion: let us examine what has taken 
place this year, before the energies physically manifested on planet Earth. 
 
It may interest you to know that this year, a series of 7 new celestial suns have been 
born in a parallel universe. These suns, if were to equate them in size, would be over 
100,000 times the size of the sun you are familiar with, and that would be the smallest 
of the 7. 
 



Their power is of a completely different stream to yours….they do not work with matter, 
they work with anti-matter. The effects of 7 anti-matter suns being born in a parallel 
Universe is affecting all Universes, including yours. If it was able to touch your Universe 
directly, your entire universe would explode, and therefore that is not permitted, but 
energetically, there is vibration coming into your Universe, which is bringing with it new 
streams of anti-matter, which can be accessed by Beings who have matter…. 
 
Group Member: Now…..there are new experiments being done by our scientists right 
now….in Europe right now in a laboratory Berne in Switzerland, where anti matter is 
actually being created and contained.  The scientists don’t know yet how to hold it or use 
it, but they know that if they succeed, it will break new paths for us….you name it…space 
travel, unlimited fuel and energy, and so much more. 
 
 : So as you see, the effects of the 7 suns have already begun to manifest physically on 
Earth and you will find now a huge shift in the illumination or consciousness on Earth in 
all fields of study. New and cutting-edge medical and scientific methods are imminent.  
New approached will be considered.  People will now, more and more, think ‘out of the 
box’. 
 
Artistically, shifts are taking place; new forms of creativity are coming into the 
consciousness of human mind and all of this is dovetailing with the merger of the left 
and the right brain, where creativity and initiation must take place at the same moment. 
You see the energies of Diwali, tracing from the birth of 7 suns in another Universe 
coming through as illumination at every step, these energies are being filtered into your 
Universe and are being accessed by the entire Universe, but let us now speak about the 
Spirit realms around Earth.  
 
All your personal guides, your Masters, your dear departed ones, your friends, your 
guides, your family from previous lives who are in spirit, all of them,  are choosing to 
access this new illumination to change their vibration, their frequency and are speeding 
up their growth.  
 
As their growth increases, the growth and development of new scientific ideas in the 
Spirit realm are now increasing. Even those in the Spirit realm are working at an 
accelerated pace, and this is naturally percolating into and onto your planet and all its 
aspects.  This is the wonderful energetic chain that is taking place this Diwali. 
 
Group Member: The word Diwali……DIW and.then ALI …..I often tell people that Ali is 
associated with Diwali…that’s how the word is formed, so maybe when people go 
beyond religion, they will ….i don’t know if this is making any sense….. 
 
  This is making full sense, as no festival actually has any energetic connection with 
the religion, or the caste, or the culture, which it originates from, it is simply a peg used 
to disseminate that energy.  



 
So Diwali does not belong to the Hindus, it is a peg used by your 3rd consciousness mind 
to create a portal on Earth…if you did not have a peg upon which to hang it, you would 
lose interest, you would get bored, you would get slipshod, and you would not do it, and 
so different energies use the peg of different religions, to permit a smooth and easy 
flow from the Universe to earth. So Diwali for the Hindus, Muharram for the Muslims, 
and Christmas for the Catholics is only a doorway.  
 
Christmas is a portal for inner illumination; Christmas is portal for what you term ‘Christ 
Consciousness’ which is to access newer and newer levels of your own consciousness, 
on Earth. It facilitates your merger with more of YOU. To connect you to with more and 
more of who you really are…that is the one and only real reason for Christmas & all the 
trappings that you go through, the lighting of the candles, and the celebrations of the 
Jesus Christ, are very important because they bring you to new levels of your own 
consciousness.  
 
Every time you touch Jesus Christ with a thought, in return the Universe gives you a 
new layer of your own consciousness. 
 
 And if you do not know the name Jesus Christ and have not connected with him and if 
you still wish to tap into this festival, you will do so, even if you are a tribal in the middle 
of Africa, and do not know even the existence of Jesus Christ or of the concept of 
Christianity.  So no festival is exclusive to its own culture or religion, but it is the culture 
and religion that acts as a portal, through which the energy flows for all around. Which 
other festivals would you like to speak of? 
 
Group Member: Zoroastrianism….. 
 
  The essence of your festival matches your energetic tenets: Good thoughts, Good 
Words, & Good Deeds. But the word “Good” does not mean good vs. bad.  It is an 
energetic flow from the Universe, not asking you to be good or bad, but helping you 
align to what is perfect for YOU. It facilitates a link between self and the soul mission. 
 
So if you have contracted to function as a murderer or con-man, these energies will help 
you align so successfully with your mission, that you will become the best at your 
chosen plan. Or a saint. Or a businessman. Or a teacher. 
 
We sense your reaction to this statement.  Are you not judging now? 
 
Group Member: No right or wrong ….. 
 
  Of Course…What is good to you may be bad to her.  
 



Let us look at the world GOOD.  G stands for God.  The two O’s are the OM multiplied 
into the symbol of infinity. The D is the Divine within you. 
 
So you are connecting to God, through energetic experience of the Infinity, to the Divine 
within you. So God is acknowledging the God within.  
 
Holi……What is the significance of Holi to you?  
 
Group Member: Joyous…abandon… 
 
  …WONDERFUL! That is all it is…..joyous abandon, the color in Holi is secondary to 
Joyous Abandon…the color facilitates the abandonment of Self to Self, exploring every 
facet & every dimension and every color within Self. 
 
 Glorious Abandon it is the full embrace of every aspect of Self. Self says, “I have a 
thousand, no, ten thousand, no, one hundred thousand aspects of Self, and I want to 
touch them all, embrace them all, acknowledge them all, and assimilate them ALL. 
 
I want to visit the multi colored tapestry that I AM, I am not red or blue, but I am green, 
red, pink purple, lilac and violet. The purple is my spiritual, and the red is my temper, 
the green is my love and the yellow is my disdain of life…every aspect: good, bad or 
indifferent, is being visited by you, when you tap into the Holi energies in joyous 
abandon, which means don’t hold on to them: experience them and assimilate 
them….abandon them into your essence.  
 
Group Member: Good Friday…? 
 
  First tell them what you know of Good Friday…..specifically….as it is an aspect of 
Christianity……. 
 
Group Member: We celebrate the crucifixion; celebrate the moment of his death & the 
sacrifice he made by offering himself on the cross……he offered himself for the sins of 
humanity, they say……… 
 
  This has been explained in the past to your group, in great detail, dear friend. But we 
shall reiterate aspects of that meeting for the benefit of this group, sitting here today.  
 
Let us start with what may be considered a blasphemous statement by some sitting here 
today. The Jesus Christ, when on Earth, had he lived today, would be considered by you 
a schizophrenic…..Why?  
 
The Jesus Christ, in physical form, existed in two perfectly divided parts of Self: 
 



The first part was the God realized aspect, where he accessed Divine energy and was 
able to harness it and convey it at will: by touch healing, by inspiring others with his 
sacred words, by helping groups of people search within and effect a change.  Perfect 
divinity on earth.  A living Master. 
 
The other aspect of self, with which he constantly warred, were his aspects of ‘human-
ness’.  His ability to be angry, to get irritable, to be annoyed, to feel desire, to feel lust, 
to feel and experience everything that a human being does.  
 
He just could not accept these parts of Self, and tried to cut them out, to overcome 
them…and constantly failed.  
 
At the point of the physical crucifixion, due to his position on the cross, his chakras all 
merged at the crown. At that moment there was ‘unification of Self’.  
 
He understood that, instead of rejecting aspect of self, he needed to embrace it all, as 
that was the WHO I AM. He understood that “If I do not understand and experience lust 
and anger and irritability, how can I be of benefit to mankind? I needed the human 
experience in every aspect, to fulfill my life’s mission.  And to also work it out for 
myself.” 
 
At that instant he assimilated it all, embracing it totally into his scheme of ‘divine 
abandon.’  
 
The words ‘Forgive them lord, for they know not what they do’ did not refer to 
humanity, it referred to Self.  
 
Forgive me for I knew not what I did, I now understand it all and in forgiving Self, I 
forgive humanity. The holy trinity was complete. Father, Son, & The Holy Ghost. Body, 
Mind & Spirit merged, he was REALIZED in one micro-second and he returned then to 
spirit.  
 
So the celebration of Good Friday, and Easter Sunday, is an acknowledgment of the 
embrace of every aspect of Self, very much like the Holi, but with a slight difference. 
 
It facilitates acknowledgment and assimilation of all aspects of self.  It helps you see that 
all is perfection.  It teaches you that only when you have fully accepted every aspect of 
WHO YOU ARE…..that you can then move to the next level, WHERE YOU CAN CHOOSE, if 
you so desire, to shift. 
 
But till you have acknowledged and assimilated what you consider the seamier sides of 
your life, you cannot shift. YOU CANNOT CHOOSE TO CUT OFF THOSE PORTIONS OF 
YOU. Instead, you are learning to allow them to be a part of who you are, of your 



experiences.  To view their magnificence.  Only then can you assimilate them and 
possibly CHOOSE not to exercise those aspects of self anymore. 
 
I CHOOSE NOW WITH MY POWER NOT TO EXCERCISE THIS ASPECT OF SELF IN THIS 
CURRENT INCARNATION…….. 
 
Group Member: Please explain Muharram.  
 
  Let us first hear the group’s opinion of this festival.  
 
Group Member:; I cannot understand why they have to beat themselves! 
 
Zafar: Can I explain what the…the religious, how should I put it.. the legend of 
Muharram is that basically…2 very holy sons of the Islamic religions Hasan & Hussein 
were tortured by their captors over a period of 30 days with their families and were then 
eventually killed and they martyred themselves….for their beliefs and it is in 
remembrance that the Muslims beat themselves, wound themselves… to feel the 
physical manifestation of pain…very much like the Christ, like the thorns that were put 
on his head… and to go beyond physical pain….and that is the significance of the festival 
of Muharram…again like every religion…should I be bold and say bastardized & people 
use it for different things now…..but that is the original…. 
 
  Let us speak of these 2 together. First of all it may interest you to know that the 
energy portal that opens during Muharram & Ramzaan, is one of the strongest energetic 
portals received by planet Earth. You can actually access a complete & veritable thrust 
of energies if you choose to align with these festivals, not by practicing the rituals that 
are distasteful to you, but by simply understanding it, and by choosing to connect with 
its energies. 
 
The physical manifestation of the whipping is very appropriate for some. It is not the act 
you must question, but the intent behind the act, for the individual. If you are in 
alignment with any act, it is perfect for you. If you are not in alignment with the act, 
however wonderful or noble it appears to be, it is not perfect for you. And this refers to 
what would you would term a positive act or a negative act. 
 
Let us take what you would consider a positive act: the act of giving a large amount of 
money to charity. 
 
 If this is done in balance and joy, without being considered charity at all, but being done 
as the inevitable cycle of abundance that must flow in and out, then you will create joy 
for self, and for all those whom you touch.  Abundance will then flow and multiply. 
 



But if you give the same amount of money to ‘charity’ out of arrogance, out of the 
desire for recognition and gratitude, out of the need for fame or to receive ‘love’, then 
this act only causes more imbalances for all. 
 
Yet it is the same act, with the same amount of money. 
 
For those who use the whip in alignment with Self, they are ones who are energetically 
very, very strongly blocked, not only with energies, but with issues, and belief systems. 
The physical lashing, the physical pain, and the physical jolts their energetic structure 
receives, is the most appropriate FOR THEM, to free up self.   
 
But there are those who use it as a ritual, because ‘they must’, or because society says 
that they should. They cause lacerations to their energetic bodies, and often further 
fragment their already-fragmented selves. 
 
Similarly the diet, what you may term starvation, the deprivation to the physical body, if 
used in alignment with Self, because there is a genuine inner vibrational need to do so, 
stimulates their spirit growth, and raises their vibrations, giving them deeper and 
deeper insights into self. These beings leap energetically; often recreating self, 
shattering old structures, beliefs and comforts zones, and emerge from the process  new 
and vibrant human beings. 
 
Those who do it because they follow the system blindly, or because society once again 
deems that they must, only cause, in self, ‘energetic depravation’.   They feel totally 
depleted, irritable and irrational, and in an attempt to raise their level of energy, they 
become energy vampires, and try to suck energy from those around them, depleting 
those people & then comes an ‘energetic war’. 
 
These people often come through this experience feeling depleted, angry, irritable with 
life, suicidal and very, very angry with humanity in general. 
 
Now to understand the overall energy coming through the portals at this time: It is the 
energy of RECREATION OF SELF.  
 
The Prophet Mohammed has within self, huge levels of extra-terrestrial, Universal 
energies. He is more cosmic than he is Earthly, and his energies as such were to facilitate 
the bridging of the gap between the limited consciousness of Earth & all Universal 
energies, allowing a smooth passage into Earth, to help her raise herself from time to 
time, to the appropriate level. Never to flood her, but to offer her the next opportunity 
of growth, and in doing this for planet Earth, naturally it implies all upon planet Earth. 
 
So if you, as light workers, in your quest of Self, wish to grow and become truly 
‘multidimensional’ Beings, connect with these energies every year. You don’t have to 



wait for the festival, you can do it anytime, any place, with any festival, as time is not 
linear. 
 
Let us now end on the last one for today: the Celebration of your Birthday. When you 
enter planet Earth, through the physical passage of the womb, you are being fed multi- 
dimensional energies beyond belief.  
 
It is the singularly most energetically potent point in your entire human existence, 
where you receive the largest dose in the shortest amount of time. And yes, to answer 
your unspoken question, even if you have a caesarian birth, you still receive the energy 
jolt through the slit. 
 
But the tunnel of the woman is constructed to hold tremendous levels of energy for a 
short burst, while the child is passing through it.  
 
When you celebrate your birthday, every year, you are reminding yourself of those 
energies that you were flooded with and as you grow you are able to access a vast 
amount of them directly from the Universe, during the period of one week before your 
birthday to one week after.  
 
That 2 week period sandwiching your physical birthday is a period of very, very high 
level access of energies. Now that you know this, USE IT, use it consciously, open to 
these energies, & you can do it in meditation, or you can do it just joyously in full 
consciousness. Bathe in the energies you are receiving every time your birthday is 
approaching.  
 
At the same time, you are connecting on an energetic level, with every single human 
being, and animal and other Beingness on your planet, who has been birthed on the 
same day and at the same moment and there is an ‘energetic recognition’ taking place 
where you all say an ‘energetic hello’ to one another.  You experience a  tremendous 
sense of unity at this moment. 
 
There is no one in your family as ‘energetically close’ to you as another Beingness who 
has been born on the same day, at exactly the same moment. Twins come close to this, 
but you will be still closer to another Beingness who has been born at exactly that 
moment, than to your own identical twin who has been born a few second before or 
after you.  
 
Group Member: My Dad is 21st December, I am 21st Dec, and my son is 21st Dec……. 
 
  And she (Group member ‘S’) is 21st December……but what is the time? A very close 
energetic pattern has been established for certain growth purposes, you needed to 
understand the alignment of each other, to be able to go through your differences with 
a tremendous amount of commonality, but the time, as you will find, will have differed, 



and as you all know, the time listed on your birth certificates is generally inaccurate, as 
there are very few nurses who are that specific, at that instant when you entering the 
birth canal.  
 
Group Member ‘S’: If the date is the same and the year is different, does it make any 
difference? 
 
  It is not that the year that is important, though a similar year will add a level of 
energy to the connection, but it’s the date and the actual time that is important, when it 
comes to ‘Earth energetics’  
 
BLESSINGS JOY, LOVE & LIGHT FROM THOSE ASPECTS OF SOHRAB THAT 
ARE THE ST GERMAIN, THE SAI BABA, THE MEHER BABA & THE ASHTAR.  
 
 
 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 


